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They also want personalized products and services that are tailored to their specific needs and

wants. To tailor means : 

To transact to adapt to want to exchange

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some agencies became involved in these non-advertising areas to gain control over their clients’

promotional programs and budgets and struggled to offer any real value beyond creating

advertising. To become involved in means in Persian:

���� ����	
 ��� ��� ��� ���
 ���� ����

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of below choices is viewed as internal audience in IMC process?

investor supplier employee prospect

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does marketers feel about traditional media advertising ?

It is a tactical integration of various communication activities.

It has become too expensive and is not cost-effective.

IMC is proving to be a temporary change in marketing activities.

IMC has been described as one of the new-generation marketing 

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

"local retailers" means in Persian :
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 ������� ��
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5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Building and maintaining brand identity and equity require the creation of well-known brands that

have favorable, strong, and unique associations in ………………………………….. .

the mind of the consumers the mind of the ad agencies

the area of desired segmentation the new market

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of below concepts does encompass the entire spectrum of consumer’s awareness,

knowledge, and image of the brand as well as the company behind it?

Brand equity direct marketing publicity Brand identity

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

On what base can the nature and purpose of advertising differ?

Kind of market and environment kind of firm's policy

kind of industry and situation kind of marketing mix

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is fueling the growth of direct marketing?

Mass media social networks

internet informational centers

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Consumer-oriented sales promotion is targeted to …………………………. of a product or service.

ultimate producer ultimate user

first producer first user

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the similarity between "publicity" and "advertising"?

no personal communication personal communication

not directly paid directly paid

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which below sentence is correct about "public relation" ?

It is a form of company to company communication.

It allows sellers to tailor the message to the customers' needs.

It establishes and maintains a positive image of the company among the community.  

It's efforts can be targeted to all markets with different kinds.

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Integrated Marketing Communications management involves process of

…………………………………………………………………….. the use of the  various promotional mix elements.

Planning, implementing and controlling

Planning, executing, evaluating and controlling

Planning, controlling, implementing and reviewing  

Planning, executing, reviewing and evaluating

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.

"Determination of role and function of and agency and other promotional facilitators" does refer

to what kind of analyses?

customer analysis internal analysis

competitive analysis environmental analysis

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Communication objectives refer to what the firm seeks to accomplish with its promotional

program. To seek means :

reject to promote to attract to find

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of concepts does involves determining which communication channels will be used to

deliver the advertising message to the target audience?

Media strategy Marketing strategy

Channel strategy Niche strategy

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The second stage of target marketing is …………………… .

segmenting the market identifying markets

positioning targeting specific segments

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Target market identification isolates consumers with similar lifestyles, needs, and the like, and

increases our knowledge of their specific requirements. To isolate means in Persian :

�%��� ()	
 ���� '*+
 ���� � '�, ���� -�./�

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which kind of segmentation are markets divided into customers' age?

psychographic Segmentation geographic Segmentation

behavioristic Segmentation demographic Segmentation

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

For many products and/or services, ………. may be the best discriminator between use and nonuse,

accounting for differences in food, clothing, and car selections, among numerous other consumer

behaviors.

acknowledges lifestyle preferences attitudes

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Undifferentiated marketing involves ignoring segment differences and offering just one product or

service to the entire market. To ignore means :

To disregard To prospect To contribute To protect

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What kind of positioning do premium brands use?

Positioning by Product Class Positioning by Use or Application 

Positioning by Product Attribute Positioning by Price/Quality 

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Repositioning is often difficult to accomplish because of entrenched perceptions about and

attitudes toward the product or brand. "perceptions" and "attitudes" means respectively in

Persian : 

�,���  01�& �, 2�34  01�& �,���  0��'��' �, 2�34  0��'��'

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Consumers are asked to part in focus groups and/or complete surveys indicating which attributes

are important in their purchase decisions".  Complete surveys means in Persian :

5�#' ����� 6
�� 7 �$�8 5�#' 7 �$�8 6
�� �����

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Brand equity can be thought of as an ……………. of added value or goodwill that results from the

favorable image.

 intangible asset intangible program

tangible asset tangible program

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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"Integrated channel management" reflects :

The blurring of the boundaries of the pricing and distribution functions

The blurring of the boundaries of the promoting and distribution functions

The blurring of the boundaries of the communications and distribution functions.

The blurring of the boundaries of the promoting and pricing functions

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the goal of a pull strategy?

It is to create demand among retailers and encourage them to request the product from the

wholesaler.

It is to create demand among consumers and encourage them to request the product from the

retailer

It is to push the product through the channels of distribution by aggressively selling and promoting

the item to retailers only.

It is to push the product through the channels of distribution by aggressively selling and promoting

the item to the resellers, or trade.

27-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of below concepts are areas that businesses decide to pursue?

Weaknesses Strengths Opportunities Threats

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Channel captains gain power through their ability to reward or punish channel members and

through their knowledge of their product-market. To punish means in Persian :

���� 9 "	� ��'� 2'��8 ��'� 2!"
: ���� 5�;��

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………. transportation may be used for transport either within a continent or across oceans.

air water rail road

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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